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ABSTRACT

NONFICTION TEXT USAGE
IN THE

PRIMARY GRADES
by

Shanna Marie Carlson
May 20 10

The past and current role of nonfiction text, also referred to as informational text,
in the elementary classroom setting was studied. The educational benefits of nonfiction
use was examined and found to have a significant impact on the learning and success of
students. Effective uses for nonfiction books were compiled into a handbook for the use
of primary teachers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction to the Project
Over the course of her career the author has been involved in several in-depth
literacy trainings provided by the Highline School District and Central Valley School
District. These trainings were based on classroom teaching and allowed for collaboration
and reflection upon current best practices. Through close examination of the author's
teaching and discussing the strengths and weaknesses of students, the author observed a
trend in the ability students were able to comprehend informational text.
Many students showed great interest in reading nonfiction text but lacked the
skills and strategies necessary for understanding and obtaining meaning when reading
this genre. The author evaluated her use of nonfiction text in her personal and
professional life by asking the following questions : How often was nonfiction text read
both personally and professionally? How is nonfiction presented in the classroom? How
often is nonfiction text read aloud to students? How is nonfiction text presented in
district mandated curriculum? How often were students exposed to nonfiction text
through other means? How well did the students understand the workings and
organization of nonfiction text? And finally, to what extent is nonfiction text used in
state standardized testing?
The author's initial research found a study conducted by Duke (2000) which
looked at twenty first-grade classrooms and states that, results show a scarcity of
informational texts in classroom print environments and activities--there were relatively
few informational texts included in classroom libraries, little informational text on
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classroom walls and other surfaces, and a mean of only 3.6 minutes per day spent with
informational texts during classroom written language activities (p. 203).
This research prompted the author to look deeper into informational text and its
role in primary instruction. Palmer and Stewart (2003) stated, "Nonfiction has been a
small part of primary-grade instruction due, in part, to the lack of quality books written
for this level. The author found that what hindered some teachers was lack of knowledge
of what is available and lack of access to quality nonfiction" (p. 38). Duke (2004) argues
the need for additional instruction around nonfiction text. She states, "We are surrounded
by text whose primary purpose is to convey information about the natural or social world.
Success in schooling, the workplace, and society depends on our ability to comprehend
this material. Yet many children and adults struggle to comprehend informational text"
(p. 40). She goes on to say that, "We should not wait to address this problem until
students reach late elementary, middle, and high school, when learning from text is a
cornerstone of the curriculum" (p. 40).
This startling "scarcity of informational texts" along with a "lack of knowledge"
prompted the author to look deeper into the development and use of nonfiction text. The
author compiled research-based best practices to create a handbook which would aid in
the instruction of nonfiction text and create lifelong learners who comfortably embrace
the nonfiction genre.
Purpose of the Study
Calkins (200 1 ) states, "Nonfiction reading is the primary reading fare of every
teacher, researcher and teacher-educator, and it will be the primary reading fare of each
of our students" (p.437). In fact, "85 percent of the reading done by middle school, high
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school, college, and postgraduate students is nonfiction (Routman, p . 440, 2000)."
Teachers should also be aware that this growing importance of nonfiction can be seen in
state wide testing as well. Currently, "standardized tests across our country are now
comprised of anywhere from 50-85 percent informational texts" (Hoyt, p. 3, 2002)!
Calkins (200 I) goes on to describe nonfiction use in our nation 's elementary
schools by saying, "Today, this world of nonfiction reading is in a state of crisis in many
of our schools, and that should be of concern to all of us ... Our schools not only provide
little time for nonfiction reading, they also provided few texts. Very few teachers have
more than a shelf of nonfiction books in their classroom libraries" (p. 438). Calkins
(200 1) describes the classroom libraries as being hopeless and difficult with the text used
being inaccessible to students as a result of the outdated features and difficult sentence
structure and language.
Buss and Kamowski (2002) state, "Educators agree that in order to lead
elementary students to competence in literacy, teachers need to expose them to a wide
range of literary genres" (2002, p. 43). They continue to explain that, "Many educators,
however, have not felt the same sense of success in teaching nonfiction texts that they do
when teaching narrative texts." (p. 45)
The purpose of this project was to provide primary teachers with a better
understanding and "sense of success" in teaching nonfiction text through the creation of a
teacher handbook. Cited research will show how nonfiction text has historically been
underused in classrooms and the value nonfiction text will have when used in a variety of
manners.
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Included in the handbook are research based definitions, common forms and
features of nonfiction text, Washington State grade level expectations, text
recommendations and teacher resources. Literacy instruction varies greatly from one
classroom to another. As a result, the generic lesson plans which are included are
intended to be used as a guideline which is flexible enough to fit the needs of students
and teachers. The final product can be implemented in primary classrooms by providing
resources and ideas supporting research based nonfiction text use.
Scope and Limitations of the Project
This project includes resources and lesson plans for primary classroom use.
Grade level expectations for the state of Washington have been considered. This project
may present limitations in its application in some classroom settings. The suggested
materials and nonfiction books may be unavailable in particular classrooms or schools.
Lesson plans may not be applicable to all primary grades or state learning requirements.
All of the resource materials have been created as a guide for primary grades K-3 and are
intended to be altered by teachers to meet the needs of their classrooms and students.
The research and materials are based on current research-based best practices and
resources in literacy.
Definition of Terms
Assessment- Collecting data and gathering evidence regarding the appropriation of
knowledge; not useful unless evaluation is included (Routman, 2003).
Genre- Term used to classify literary and informational works into categories (e.g.,
biography, mystery, historical fiction) (Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
[OSPI], 2004).
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Grade Level Expectations (GLEs)- Documents created by the Office of Superintendent of
Public Instruction addressing the Washington State's Essential Academic Leaming
Requirements (EALRs) in reading, writing and communication (2006).
Guided Reading- A teaching technique in which a student or students read- mostly
silently- a carefully chosen book at their reading level, and the teacher supports, teaches,
and evaluates as necessary (Routman, 2003).
Independent Reading- On their own, readers choose and read books they enjoy and
understand; usually involves daily sustained silent reading in school along with careful
teacher monitoring (Routman, 2003).
Nonfiction Text- Nonfiction is an account or representation of a subject which is
presented as fact. This presentation may be accurate or not; that is, it can give either a
true or false account of the subject in question. However, it is generally assumed that the
authors of such accounts believe them to be truthful at the time of their composition.
Nonfiction is one of the two main divisions in writing, particularly used in libraries, the
other being fiction (Nonfiction, 20 10).
Shared Reading- Students and teacher read a text together, the teacher taking the lead and
the students following along and actively participating; in the early grades, mostly
involves lots of repeated reading of poems, stories, enlarged texts; with younger and
older students, shared reading may also involve introduction to and demonstration of new
genres and strategies (Routman, 2003).
Text Forms and Features- Taken from the Text Forms and Features: A Resource for
Intentional Teaching created by Dr. Terry Bergeson, State Superintendent of Public
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Instrnction, which identifies the needs of K- 1 2 students in learning the attributes and
characteristics of text (Office of the Superintendent, 2004).
Text Features- A prominent characteristic of a particular type of text such as chapter
titles, sub-headings and bold faced words in a history text. (OSPI, 2004).
Text Organizational Strnctures- Expository text strnctured in certain ways. The five text
structures that students are most likely to encounter are cause-effect, compare/contrast,
description, problem/solution, and chronological or time order. (OSPI, 2004).
Text Structure- The way information is organized and presented. (For example : Fiction
texts and biographies generally use a narrative structure and are meant to be read from
beginning to end; nonfiction or informational texts are organized by topics or into
sections, using text features such as headings, bold print, transitional words/phrases, etc.).
(OSI, 2004).

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
"In this 'Information Age' the importance of being able to read and write informational
texts critically and well cannot be overstated. Informational literacy is central to
success, and even survival, in advanced school, the workplace, and the community"
(Duke, 2000, p. 202).

The Importance of Informational Text
Americans are living in the "information age". The ability to read and understand
information is becoming increasingly important. Studies have shown that the majority of
reading and writing adults do is nonfiction. Approximately 96 percent of sites on the
World Wide Web contain nonfiction, informational text. The academic achievement of
students relies heavily on the ability to read and write in the informational genre (Duke,
2005).
Informational text is defined by Yopp and Yopp (2006) as being synonymous
with the term nonfiction text. These terms will be used interchangeably in the context of
this paper. "Informational texts are nonfiction texts that have as a primary purpose the
conveyance of information about the natural or social world" (Yopp & Yopp, 2006, p.
40). The genre of informational, or nonfiction text, is compiled of many smaller
subgenres that students may encounter. To further define informational text, Routman
states (2000),
Nonfiction is a sprawling genre that encompasses informational narratives,
textbooks and reference books, newspapers, and news magazines. Included in the
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fonn are biographies and autobiographies, scientific findings and experiments,
treatises on history and social studies, reports, directions and instructions, and
much more. (p. 44 1 )
Buss and Kamowski (2002) break down the nonfiction genre even further by categorizing
its purposes into four categories: ( 1 ) to recount or share a personal experience; (2)
procedural material which shows how something is done or how something works; (3)
information which shares the importance of a topic and, (4) persuasive as in presenting an
argument or opinion.
Informational text encompasses a large amount of text found in our literate world,
yet many Americans are not fully prepared to read it. Duke (2005) cites Levy who states
that nearly 44 million American adults cannot comprehend single pieces of information

)

from written informational text. Student's academic achievement relies heavily on
informational reading and writing in a range of school grades, subjects and fields (Duke,
2005). Harvey (2002) cites Zinsser who reports that adults outside of a school setting
read nearly 80-90 percent of nonfiction materials, including newspapers, magazines,
memos, manuals, directions and informational trade books.
In The Case for Informational Text (2004), Duke argues the need for additional
instruction around nonfiction text : "We are surrounded by text whose primary purpose is
to convey information about the natural or social world. Success in schooling, the
workplace, and society depends on our ability to comprehend this material. Yet many
children and adults struggle to comprehend informational text [sic]" (p. 40). She goes on
to stress the importance of early inclusion of informational text before students reach late,
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middle and high school where the demands become more prevalent in required
curriculum.
The Scarcity of Nonfiction Text
Duke (2000) conducted some of the first research on nonfiction use in an
observational study of 20 first-grade classrooms. The classrooms were of either high or
low socio-economic status and among 10 different school districts. Duke (2000) visited
each classrooms four times over the course of one school year. Her study focused on
finding out how much and what kind exposure and experiences with informational text is
offered to students in first grade.
Duke (2000) found that informational text only accounted for an average of 2 .6
percent of displayed print (text on classroom walls or other surfaces, including items such
as posted rules, lunch menus, calendars, labels, maps, etc.), and surprisingly, 4
classrooms showed no informational displayed print at all. Results also found that only
9 .8 percent of the classroom library was dedicated to informational materials.
Additionally, in the 79 full days of observation it was found that only 282 minutes
of activities involving informational print occurred, this is an average of 3.6 minutes per
day. In low socio-economic districts the average was lower, at 1 .4 minutes per day.
Specifically, 7 out of 20 classrooms spent no time with informational texts during the
observed days, 7 classrooms each spent an average of less than 5 minutes per day with
informational texts, and the remaining 6 classrooms spent an average of no more than 10
minutes per day with informational texts. When young children miss opportunities to
interact with nonfiction text; the students lack in preparation for future informational
reading and writing encounters. This is a cause for concern (Duke, 2000).
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Yopp and Yopp (2006) examined the use of informational text used as read
alouds in preschool through third grade classrooms; their findings also show a scarcity of
informational text use. Participants included 1, 144 teachers who submitted the titles they
read aloud to their class on any given day. Results of this study showed that narrative
texts were used far more than any other genre, ranging in use from 68 percent to 89
percent of material read aloud (Yopp & Yopp, 2006).
A third study conducted by Moss and Newton (2002) looked into the inclusion of
informational text in basal readers. The amount of informational text in basal readers
(textbook used to teach reading) is of importance because, "Basal readers are used in 95
percent ofAmerican classrooms; in many classrooms they are children's chiefsource of
exposure to the printed word" (Moss & Newton, 2002, p. 2). While basal readers have
such a large place in literacy instruction, Moss and Newton (2002) show that
informational text does not hold a significant place in them. After analyzing basal
readers from six major publishing companies across three different grade levels they
found that basal readers are largely comprised of fiction, with only 1 8 percent of pages
being informational text. The authors also concluded that basal publishers lacked
awareness for the importance of a range of text types and in selecting quality
informational material to be included in text books (Moss & Newton, 2002).
Misconceptions of Nonfiction Use
After understanding the importance of nonfiction in the lives of literate adults,
educators must ask themselves : why there is such a scarcity of informational text in
classrooms. Duke, Bennett-Armistead and Roberts (2003) delve into three outdated
beliefs held by educators that explain this lack of informational text present in
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rooms. These mclude the belief that young cfoldren cannot handle mformat1011al
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.
' Young children
do not like informational text, or at least prefer other forms of text,

and

that

young children should first learn to read and then read to learn (Duke, Bennett-

.t\l'h-..
- .. J..1.I. ste

ad &

Roberts, 2003 ).

The first belief, that young children ca11not handle informational text is
ll.11 f
. oUnded. Very little research is available to support this theory (Duke, 2003; Pappas,
�003; Yopp & Y opp, 2006). In fact, Duke (2003) states, "Informational text is
d e lop entally
. ve m
appropriate for young children" and informational text can be
Successfully used when children are given the opportunity to interact with it (p. 1 4). The
idea that young children can utilize nonfiction text is supported by Pappas ( 1 993), who
examined the reading behaviors of kindergarten students. The study found that
kindergartners could read storybooks with as much ease as they could read informational
text and

showed a strong interest in both literary forms.

The belief that informational text cannot be found at appropriate reading levels is
often cited as a reason for the scarcity of informational instruction (Duke, 2003; Palmer
& Stewart,

2003). The availability of quality informational text, however, is rapidly

changing, "In recent years there has been a virtual explosion in the nonfiction trade book
field" (Palmer & Stewart, 2003, p. 38).

Excellent informational texts, workshops and

rfsources are becoming available and accessible for all primary classrooms (Palmer &
·'

Stewart, 2003).
The third belief is that young children do not like informational text, or at least
prefer fiction or other types of reading materials. Mohr (2006) investigated the text
selection preferences and processes of 1 90 first grade students. Students were asked to
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select one book they would like to own out of a selection of nine books of varied genres.
The results were unmistakably in favor of informational text. Of the 190 students, 84
percent of them selected an informational book. Additionally, no students interviewed
about their text selection process referred to text difficulty as playing a role in selecting
the book. "These students chose books that gave them insight into the world and seemed
less concerned with books that mirrored their own experiences" (Mohr, 2006, p. 92).
Mohr suggests that student preference to read informational materials is an indicator that
the informational age has truly taken hold of our youngest learners (Mohr, 2006).
The third misconception as described by Duke, Bennett-Armistead and Roberts
(2003) is that young children must first learn to read, then read to learn, a process many
educators believe does not begin until around fourth grade. As children progress in their
education, the amount of informational text they are exposed to increases as well. By the
sixth grade more than 75 percent of reading and writing is in the informational genre
(Hall & Sabey, 2007, p. 261). Many studies suggest that the lack of informational text
taught at an early age may factor into what educators call the "fourth grade slump'',
wherein students show a decline in reading progress or a classroom shows a decrease in
the number of students meeting reading expectations. This "slump" occurs because of
the significant shift in materials students are expected to read at the fourth grade level
(Yopp and Yopp, 2000).
Increased teaching of informational text is thought to aid in curbing this problem,
"Reading and writing nonfiction in the primary grades will help prepare them [students]
for content-area studies in later grades and for informational passages on standardized
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tests" (Taberski, 2001, p. 24). Therefore, educators must teach children to read while
they are simultaneously learning from what they have read.
Explicit Teaching with Informational Text
"Practitioners and scholars today are calling for the inclusion of nonfiction in
primary-grade classrooms; where in the past fiction has dominated. With the increasing
availability of age appropriate nonfiction texts, this request can now become a reality"
(Palmer & Stewart, 2005, p. 426).

Explicit teaching of informational text will achieve

student success, guiding them through their later years of education and adulthood.
"Explicit instruction means that we explain the strategy to be taught and show learners
how we think when we read and write. For too long in education, we told students what
to do without showing them how" (Harvey, 2002, p. 20). Explicit instruction is broken
down into four basic steps: direct instruction, modeling, guided practice and application
(Granowsky, 2005).
Harvey (1998) uses this analogy to describe the need for explicit teaching with
informational text: "A coach wouldn't ask a young athlete to dribble a soccer ball without
teaching footwork. A master chef wouldn't ask an aspiring gourmet to make an omelet
without first demonstrating how to crack an egg" (Harvey, 1998, p. 53). Yet teachers are
asking students to frequently read, write and research with informational text, before
having taught the techniques of how to do so.
Educators can change the role informational text plays in classrooms. Calkins
(2001) states, "The good news is that we can quickly, easily and decisively alter our
students' relationship with nonfiction reading" (p. 440). The inclusion of informational
text and explicit teaching can be done in many ways, beginning with the amount of
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quality informational material available in classrooms. "A well stocked classroom library
is an essential feature for promoting reading in and out of the classroom" (Moss, 2003, p.
62). Though the number of nonfiction books suggested for classroom libraries differs
greatly, it is consistently agreed upon that educators should work towards building and
maintaining a varied selection of current informational materials (Moss, 2003; Routman,
2000).
The frequency in which a teacher reads aloud, models and discusses informational
text is also of vital importance. Before students can be expected to read and write
nonfiction competently on their own, multiple opportunities to listen to it being read
aloud, observe, demonstrate and discuss the techniques of reading it and time to browse
through a wide range of informational materials must be provided. (Routman, 2000)
Many students do not understand the differences between reading fiction and nonfiction,
they must be given the opportunity to hear and see the way nonfiction is read and
structured (Routman, 2000). When teachers of young children primarily read aloud
narratives, students are denied the important opportunity to hear and learn about other
text structures (Yopp & Yopp, 2006).
Children in primary grades are aware of narrative story structures. Informational
text presents itself in contrasting forms such as cause-effect, problem-solution, or
description and in many cases may not be read cover to cover. Reading aloud various
forms of text will allow students to naturally progress into independent reading of all
types of text with more comprehension and ease (Moss, p. 57). One way to bridge the
gap from fiction to nonfiction is by including the use of informational books which are
written with a fictional "voice". Because of the increasing amount of informational trade
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books available to educators over the past few years, many books in this style are now
available. These types of text provide teachers with a more familiar story structure and
greater ease in including informational text in their classrooms (Camp, 2000).
Also recommended is pairing both fiction and nonfiction reading around a topic
of study or a subject of student interest (Camp, 2000; Moss, 2003; Harvey, 2002). "By
reading both a fiction and nonfiction book on a common topic, children can draw
comparisons between the genres and learn the different purposes for which they're
written: fiction, primarily, to entertain and transport; and nonfiction, to explain and
inform" (Taberski, 2001, p. 25). Providing a varied collection of books around a theme
or topic may also stimulate students to ask questions about the world around them
(Camp, 2000). Children are inherently curious, informational text engages students while

)

expanding knowledge and vocabulary development. Providing quality literature in
classrooms will encourage a reader's curiosity and promote inquiry with the aim of
inspiring additional reading of informational text (Nevett, 2003).
Successful reading and comprehension of informational text also requires the
specific teaching and understanding of vocabulary and language specific to informational
text. "Exposure to and understanding of new vocabulary is one reason for reading
informational texts as it exposes the reader to new content and opportunities to gain new
knowledge" (Hall & Sabey, 2007, p. 262). While primary aged students may not have
the ability to decode difficult vocabulary, they are still able to comprehend and make
meaning from informational text. Studies have shown that providing early teaching of
ideas, vocabulary, syntax and text structures of informational text will provide support for
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students as instruction shifts to from learning to read to reading to learn (Smolkin &
Donovan, 2003).
Pre-teaching vocabulary and activating a student's prior knowledge of a subject
will aid in language and vocabulary development. This is important for both non-readers
and emerging readers (Granowsky, 2005). Pre-teaching and activation of prior
knowledge could come in the form of a demonstration, sharing of a related artifact,
discussion of previous experience with the subject, conducting an experiment or the
completion of a graphic organizers (Doiron, 1 994).
Part of explicit teaching is guiding students to apply their knowledge of
informational text independently. It is important that teachers supply students with
appropriately leveled text. "Experience with content area readers should challenge
children to grow, but the challenge must lead the children to feel successful"
(Granowsky, 2005, p. 7). Teachers must consider several things when selecting text to be
used in guided or independent settings: sentence structure and predictability, familiarity
of content, picture and text support, use of high-frequency words, and presentation of
nonfiction text features (Granowsky, 2005).
Using nonfiction text in primary classrooms is not a new idea in education but it
is one that deserves more attention. As students progress through elementary school and
into adulthood, they will be barraged by information. Increased time and awareness on
the part of educators can better prepare students to obtain skills necessary to succeed in
this information age. "Nonfiction comprises the majority of reading that most of us do.
Indeed, it's nothing short of a 'life genre'- one we'll want to make sure our students
understand, use, and enjoy to the fullest" (Routman, 2000, p. 46 2)

.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Inspiration
The project began in 2004 as the author began to see a trend in her primary
classroom within the Highline School District. Primary students showed great
engagement and curiosity when working with informational texts but lacked the skills
and strategies to fully access the reading material and obtain comprehension. Several
lesson plans and activities were created to support these students. In developing these
lessons the author found it difficult to locate accessible and teacher-friendly sources of
lessons plans specific to primary learners. Much of the available teacher resources
focused predominately on intermediate grade levels. In researching this topic as a
possible graduate thesis study, the author was struck by research showing the infrequency
in which informational text was being used and its lack of prevalence in district mandated
curriculums. Therefore, the author saw a need to focus on the development of lesson
plans that could be easily implemented into this setting.
Development
The development of this project has spanned over several years. Initial research
began in 2004, followed by the creation of lesson plans and activities to be used in my
primary classroom. Research was mainly conducted online and was two-pronged. First,
research focused on the current use of informational text in classrooms: to what extent
informational text was explicitly taught and presented to primary aged students as well as
the amount and quality of informational text found in classrooms, libraries and basal
series. The author found that a majority of the initial studies and published research was
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conducted by one main researcher who showed a glaring need for additional instruction
around the use and inclusion of informational text in primary classrooms. Following this
research other literacy researchers and experts to look further into this subject area.
The second avenue my research took focused on how informational text could be
successfully implemented in primary classrooms and what research addressed the best
practices for doing so. A majority of this research was done through professional
textbooks and articles, though most available professional materials focused on upper
elementary classrooms.
Relocation to the Central Valley School District and into an intermediate teaching
position in 2006 challenged the research and project development progress. When
continuing its development in 2009, additional research was conducted to find more
current studies and resources. Updated trade book selections and teacher resources were
added to the handbook. More current best-practices for teaching with informational text
were considered and the handbook was updated accordingly.
Implementation
This resource is intended for primary teacher use and can be adapted for upper
grades. The handbook is currently available in the "book room" of my current Central
Valley School District building at Greenacres Elementary. The resource has been used
across several grade levels with varying degrees of implementation, from isolated lessons
taught to in-depth genre studies of informational text. Current educators using the
resource have found it to be helpful in providing them with quick, easy to use lesson
plans that can be implemented in their classrooms. As a current intermediate teacher this
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resource has also been applicable in the author's classroom setting. Hopefully this
handbook will continue to be used across a larger number of classrooms.

CHAPTER IV
THE PROJECT
In this "information age", literate adults and students throughout grade levels, advanced
schooling and into the work place are asked to read, write and comprehend informational text.
Introducing informational text at an early age is vital to student success. Research shows that
early teaching of this informational genre can be very beneficial in literacy development,
vocabulary and concept development, and late elementary, middle and high school academic
achievement. The inclusion of nonfiction text and its usage in primary classrooms has proven to
be minimal and in some cases nonexistent.
The handbook, Using Nonfiction Text: Grades 1-3, is an accumulation of current best
practices for the use of informational text with our youngest learners. Lesson plans, activities

)

and text recommendations are provided for primary classroom use. Implementation of the
project by teachers will aid in the development of knowledge crucial to student success.
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Using NonfiC1:ion Tex1:
Grades 1-3
A Handboof< for Teachers

·

13Y Shanna Carlson
Greenacres ElernentarY School
central va11ey SChOOI District

Please note: Images on pages 22-72 have been redacted due to copyright concerns.
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We1come Readers,
As teachers of literacy, we Know what an enormous tasK we face:
the world of literature is vast and our time is minimal; there are
more booKs than we can read and 1essons we can teach. It is my
hope that this handbooK Will allow you to incorporate the use of
nonfiction materials into your Classroom and to provide instruction
your students will use with ease.
Included are current materials to familiarize your students with the
large genre of nonfiction text and its features, as well as lesson
Plans, booK suggestions, and much more. These 1essons and ideas
are meant for you to alter to fit the individual needs of your
Classroom and the newest literature available. Enjoy!
Sincerely,
Shanna Carlson
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SECTION ONE
NonfiC1:ion Te><1: forms
Nonfiction literature is presented in a variety of forms;
the purposes of these forms are to help the reader to ...
-Inform and explain
-describe or report
-instruct
-persuade
-recount
In this section you Will see the large genre of
nonfiction broKen into the smaller forms you will
encounter in your teaching. An explana-tion of each
is provided along with elements that you will tYpicallY
see to help identifY the form and specific examples of
each.
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lnformational/Exp1anatory
Informational text is used to share i nformation; this is a very broad category,
overlappi ng some of the other forms of nonfiction text

TYPiCallY Contain these ElementS
•

Incorporates aspectS of other genre types (explanatory, descriptive,
recount, etc.)

common forms
•

Announcements

•

Explanations

•

Book Jacr<ets

•

Guideboor<s

•

Book �ports

•

HiStorical Plaques

•

Brochures

•

Interviews

•

Catalogs

•

Lab reports

•

Cerea I boxes

•

LiStS

•

Charts

•

Maps

•

constitutions

•

Menus

•

contracts

•

Prob1em/so1ution books

•

Definitions

•

QueStion-and-answer books

•

Descriptions

•

Questionnaires

•

Diagrams

•

�ports

•

Documents

•

Weather reports
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oescribe(Rf?port
�ports are tYpica l lY written to describe the way things are or were. They ca n
describe a wide range of natural, CUiturai or social topics.
'TYPiCallY contain these ElementS
•

•

An opening statement, introduction and conc1 usion
�ferences and a bibliography

•

facts, opinions, quotes

•

summarized, generalized, or paraphrased i nformation

•

Deta iled descriptions

•

Language in the present tense

•

Non-chrono1ogica 1 order

•

focus on generic participa nts or objects

common forms
•

M agazine articles

•

consumer reports

•

Newspaper articles

•

Diaries

•

�search papers

•

Journals

•

Biographies

•

Technical reports

•

Travel booKs
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Ins-truct/Proced ura I
'Procedural text is used to show how to do somethi ng, how something wort\s or
to give directions

TYPiCallY Contain these ElementS
•

Introd uction or Openi ng

•

A statement of what is to be achieved or the desired goa l

•

A list of materia ls or too1s

•

Easy to understa nd, seq uenced i nstructions

•

Numbered steps, diagrams, i l lustrations or photos, and headings

•

Present tense la nguage (do this, do that)

•

Li nKing words (first, when, then)

•

Action verbs

•

Deta iled factual descriptions

common forms
•

How-To

•

Recipes

•

Instructions

•

Ru les

•

Directions

•

•

M anuals

Scientific Experiments
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Persuasive
Persuasive text ta Kes manY forms; it is used to present a certai n opi nion or a n
argument

lYPiCallY contain these ElementS
•

An opening statement of position

•

A summary of the openi ng statement

•

Simple present tense stYle of writi ng

•

Often focuses on generic topic or participant

•

Reasoning words used (therefore, so, because of)

common forms
•

Advertising

•

Editorials

•

Essays

•

Letters

•

'Pamphlets

•

Thesis
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�count
Recou nts are written to retel l events, often of personal experiences, with the
purpose of inform ing or entertai ni ng an audience. This can also be thought of
as a nonfiction narrative.

TYPiCallY Con1:ain 'these Elemenu
Introduction or Openi ng
•

•

•

�el l ing of events in the order i n which theY occurred
C hrono1ogica 1 Words: then, next, first, after that, i m med iately fol lowing,
prior to, fi nallY

•

Author's Opinion

•

Past Tense La nguage

Specific participa nts
common forms
•

•

Diaries

•

Journals

•

Autobiographies

•

Biographies

•

Letters

•

Historical retellings

Adapted from H arvey, S· (1998). NonFiction matters: Reading, writing, and
researc/J in grades 3-8. Portla nd, MA: Stenhouse 'Publishers. Hoyt, L. (2002).
Make it read: Strategies For success wit/J inFormationa/ texts. Portsmouth,
NH: Heineman n
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SECTIONiWO
The Structure Of Nonfiction
Nonfiction text frequentlY contains signal words and
unique structures when information is being presented.
Students will benefit from recognizing these c1ues in the
text and use them to better comprehend what is being
read. The most common structures found in nonfiction
materials Will be those that present material. ..
-In a sequence,
-compare and contrast subject matter
-Illustrate a cause and effect relationship
-Have a problem and a solution
-Are in a question and answer format
-Describe a topic in depth
use the next section for lesson ideas to help teach your
students these structures and text c1ues.
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Language used to identifY: Sequence
•

u nti l

•

laStlY

•

before

•

first/last

•

after

•

then

•

next

•

on <datel

•

finall >'

•

at (titnel

TecrnVitV\,g tdeC{ ...

Also trY ...

T/Je P0ttery Place bY Gail Gibbons, which is organized in
a sequential manner and T/Je President's Cabinet and
How it Grew bY Nancy Winstow 'ParKer, which illustrates
a Chrono1ogica1 structure.

Fun Faces About Fro6s bY Carmen Bredeson 2ooa
Usi ng page 20 a nd 21 read the section titled W/Jat is t/Je Lif'e CYCie of' a Frog?
reac/J your students to see how a n author shows events that happen i n a
certai n order or sequence. Read the text aloud to them . 'Point out the section
heading, guide students to a nswer to the question posed in the headi ng.
Reread the passage, have students 1ocate the words used that i ndicate a
events occurring in a sequence. Using these words create the life cyc1e Of a
frog as a Class.

Next, a
tadpole grows
and hatches.

first, the
mother
laYs her
eggs.

Then, the
tadpole grows
to IOOK liKe a
fish.

/

\
finallY, it is a
frog and goes
to land.

After that, it
grows 1egs and
it 1oses its tail.
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Language Used to Identify: Comparison/Contrast
•

i n this manner

•

after a l l

•

li Kewise

•

however

•

similar or different

•

and Yet

•

the difference between

•

but

•

as opposed to

•

nevertheless

Teaching Idea� ..
Is It the same or

different?

'

I

Js It tfJe Game or DiFFerent? bY Bobbie Kalman 2oos
Use this booK to model a booK written with a compare a nd contrast structure.
Poi nt out the l anguage used bY the a uthor on page Cf, "How are a l l cats the
same? How are theY d ifferent?" Using a ven n diagra m, se1ect one of the
animals featured on the fol lowi ng pages to show how the a uthor compares two
anima ls. This booK a 1so has several text features appropriate for Kindergarten
or first grade that shou ld be pointed out as you read, as well as the table of
contents, headings, bold pri nt a nd i ndex.

Moths
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Language Used to ldentifY: Cause/Effect
•

since

•

for this reason

•

because

•

consequentlY

•

this led to

•

then, so

•

on accou nt of

•

therefore

•

due to

•

thus

Language used to ldentifY: Prob1em/S'OIUtion
•

one reason for that

•

a SOI Ution

•

a problem

Teaching Idea ...

once a Wolf': How W/ldliFe BiO/OKiStS FOIJ6ht: t:O Bring Back
t:he GraY Wo/FbY Stephen� Swi nburne o/ Jitn Brandenburg

)
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Language Used to ldentifY: Ques-tion/Answer
Who

•

How

•

When

•

How manY

•

What

•

The best estimate

•

Where

•

It could be that

WhY

•

one maY conclude

•

•

Teaching Idea ...

To i ntrod uce the structure of question and a nswer nonfiction text use the
popular series Of bOOKS bY Kenneth c. Davis. se1ect a bOOK based on a subject
you are studyi ng with your Class or a topic of i nterest. Brai nStorm questions
students have about that topic a nd record them on stiCKY notes or chart
paper. Using the headi ngs and subheadings i n the text show the students how
their questions ca n be easilY a nswered with this type of book. Record the
answers as you uncover them in the text. ClarifY to students that booKs such
as these do not need to be read from cover to cover but can be read out of
order to fi nd answers to their questions on a particu lar subject.

1so trY ...
fJ
WfJY?: T e BeSt Ever QueStion andAnswer Boot< about Nature, Ccience and
tfJe WorldAround you bY Catherine "RJp1ey and Scot "Ritchie

1-__..:.;;;.;,...._�l""'\
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Language Osed to IdentifY: Description
•

on

•

over

•

beyond

•

Within

A Drop OF WaterbY Walter WiCI<
Th is is a u nique booK fi l led with bea utiful photographs of water i n a l l its
stages, i ncl udes experiments the young and old would enjoy.

TEED IE

Teedie: T/Je etory Of' young Teddy Roosevelt bY Don Brown 2009
The life of Theodore ''Teed ie" Roosevelt is described , well written and
i 1 1 UStrated

KeY language for text structures adapted from Harvey, s., o/ Goudvis, A.
<2000). Strategies that worx-. Teaching comprehension to en/Janee
understanding (pp.285). Ontario, Canada: Sten house 'Publishers.
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SE CTION THREE
Text Access features
The nonfiction genre is fUll of unique features. Students
need to be taught how to use these features and how they
help them to become better readers. This section includes
a list of these features, Washington State grade 1eve1
expectations, 1esson Plans and materials for use in your
Classroom.
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Text Access features
Text access features are found in most nonfiction text. This is a list of the
most common features. Use them to introduce these concepts to your
Classroom through reading aloud, shared read ing or guided reading.
•

Abbreviations

•

Introductions

•

Acknowledgments

•

Labels

•

Appendices

•

Maps

•

'Bibliograph ies

•

Page

•

'Blurbs

•

Paragraphs

•

Captions

•

Parentheses

•

Chapter Headi ngs

•

Preface

•

Chapter summaries

•

Quotation Marks

•

Charts

•

•

Checklists

•

Subheadings

•

Diagra ms

•

subtitles

•

footnotes or Endnotes

•

SYmbots

•

foreword

•

Tabtes

•

Glossaries

•

Table Of contents

•

Graphs

•

Timetables

•

Index.es

•

Title

References
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Washing-con State Grade Level Expec1:ations
Accordi ng to the 2ooq Read i ng Grade Level Expectations
Kindergarten
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cata logues
Diaries
Expository Texts
LiStS
Narratives
Page Numbers
poems
"RhYmes
songs
SYmbols
Titles
Words

Grade 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Grade 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Advertisements
Biographies
Brochures
CheCKliSts
Diagrams
Encyclopedias
Essays
fOIK Tales
Graphic Organizers
Introductions
Key Word Search
Legends
Magazine Articles
Novels
Parentheses
Pie Graphs
subheadings
Tables

Grade 6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bibliographies
Classics
Cross-references
Editorials
Memos
MYths
Newspapers
Prose

Charts
computer Menus
Graphs
Icon
Labels
Letters, Personal
Pull-down menus
schedules
sentences
Speech Bubble
Story Maps
Table of Contents
Thought CIOUd
Title Page
Tool bars
Traditional Tales

Grade
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lf

Abbreviations
,<\SterisKs
Atlases
Autobiographies
BooK �views
Chapter summaries
comics
Idioms
Letters, Business
Maps <also see Atlases)
Proverbs
Quotation MarKs
�ferences
Short Stories
Tall Tales
Thesaurus
Timetables
Transition Words

Grade 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blurbs
Boldface
Captions
Chapter Headings
Dialogue
Dictionaries
Directions
fables
Glossaries
Indexes
Italics
Informational PoSters
Magazines
Paragraphs
'PlaYs
Procedural Text

Grade 5
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acronyms
AcKnow1edgements
Almanacs
,Appendices
Bar Graph
Cartoons
forward
Hai Ku
Memoirs
Newspaper Articles
Preface
�ports
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Text Access feature ActiVitY
Directions: Enlarge and cut out each rectang1e, find the appropriate
text access feature in a nonfiction booK then Use the recta ngle as a
"tab" marKing the Place that feature can be found, g1 ue or tape the tab
into the booK. M odel this activity as a umo1e group using a big booK;
discuss each text feature a nd its purpose. Depending on your grade
1eve1 introd uce the text features a few at a time. Allow time for
students to fi nd a nd share these features i n booKs theY are reading
independentlY. fOllOW UP With the Text feature scavenger H unt
Activity.
Bibliography
A l iSt Of
sources used
in the text

Sub-titles

Blurb

Heading

Graphs

Brief
description Of
the text, usuallY
found on the
bacK Of bOOK or
on the dUSt
jacKet

Shows a
subject

Shows data,
incl udes pie,

division
within the
text

l ine, bar and
pictorial

Index
A.n expanded
table of
contents of
topics
covered in
text

Jta/iCS

Glossary

Table Of
contentS

Bold
Print

List Of
defined
terms used
in the text

Cha rtS
�cords
i nformation
or ideas

Diagram

Captions

A. SKetCh, Plan
or outline
ShOWing the
fortn or
worKings Of
SOtnething

accompanying
a i l l ustration

Statement

or picture

C hartS

Maps

Labels

Te><1: fea1:ure C ard Ma1:Ch AetiVi1:Y
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Using a topic your c1a.c;-s i.c;- .Ci'tUdYing or o nonfiction booK you are reading, create
cards for the students to match allowing them to practice identifYing the text
features you are focusing on . In this example I used the book fun facts about
frogs! BY Carmen Bredeson.

Tabl e Of contents

3
Words to Know
Where do frogs L ive? . . . . q.
What do frogs Eat? . . . . . . 6
. . . . . .

.

.

Captions

Heading o/ Subheading

Index

Bold Print
Bullets

Th is frog has air i n its throat.
How Do frogs Jump So H igh?
frogs have 1ong bacK 1egs that
fold up. When a frog wa nts to
j ump, its 1egs u nfold a nd shoot
straight out .
Eggs, 20
fOOd, 6
Habitat, s, 9
M a ny frogs are the same co1or as
their habitat where theY live .
•
wood frog
•
Green frog
•
America n 'BUi ifrog

Diagram

Glossa ry

Amphibians: can live on land or
in water

Pronunciation KeY

L u ngs <LO H N GZ)
Habitat <HA bit tat)
Tadpole rrAD poh o
In each egg, a tiny tadpole begins
to grow.

Colored Print
URL's

www.a l laboutfrogs. org

Nonfiction Text Feature Scavenger Hunt
Name

-------
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Date

Directions
1. Choose two or three nonfiction books you would like
to
investigate.

2. Look through the book and find as many features as you
can, cross them off once you have found them.
Table Of contents
Maps
Glossary
Blurb
Index
Bold Print

3.

Time Line
Chart
Diagram

Captions
Heading
Labels

Record what you learned on the chart

Text feature

How it helped mY
Learning

Page
Number

Adapted for pri rnarY c1assroorns frorn Hoyt, L. c2002). Make it rea/:
Strategies For success with inFormationat texts. (pp. 168). Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann .
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Using -che Table Of Con-cen-cs
This lesson should be modeled with the whole c1ass before
StudentS explore using a table Of contentS on their own or
with a partner.
Name

------

Partner's Name

-------

With a partner, piCK a nonfiction boot\ you are i nterested in readi ng that
has a table of contents. Write the title here.

Looi<: over the table of contents; piCK a chapter that 1001<:s i nteresting.
I picl<:ed chapter

---

because

-------

Write fou r words you predict you Will see i n your chapter.

1.

------

2.

------

3.

------

lf.

------

Write a q uestion you hope Will be a nswered i n the chapter.

After reading the cha pter:
Was your question answered? What was the a nswer?

cou ld you fi nd your words i n your chapter? What page number did you
fi nd it on?
------
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What were some other words that you thought were important?

1.

------

2.

------

3.

------

lf .

------

Draw a nd label a picture of something you learned

How did the table of contents help you be a better reader?

Adapted for pri mary grades from Hoyt, L. (2002). Make it rea/: Strategies
For success with inFormationat texts. (pp. 169
170). 'Portsmouth, NH:
Hei nema nn.
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�el ling
H a ve your students practice using photographs and
illustrations to retell what theY read in their informational
book. Ask students to practice drawing and labeling a picture
of their own about the topic they se1ected.
Name
MY book was about

Title of Book

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

------

Draw an illustration that shows what you learned in this book.
Remember to label the important parts; you may want to add a
caption too.

Share your illustration with a partner. Tell your partner what
you learned.
MY partner's name is
-------

Write what you learned about in your informational book. Be
sure to include some important facts.

Adapted for pritnarY students from Hoyt, L.

(2002) . Make it: rea/:

Ct:rat:egies For success wit:/J inFormat:iona/ t:ext:s. (pp. 197). 'Portsmouth,

N H : Heinema nn.
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�commended Boof<s for teaching
Nonfiction Text features

Kidbits bY Kathleen Rocheleau

!nCI Udes more that 1,500 interesti ng maps, Charts, a nd graphics. Very
helpfu l when teaching nonfiction text laYoUt!

'.JI

T/Je Rea/Ir Amazing A nimal Book bY Darl i ng Kinders1ey

Publishing Staff Informationa l animal booK with features i ncluding
dia logue bubbles, bold print, a nd labels. Headi ngs are catchy and require
the reader to i nfer about the possible topics, great shared reading or
read aloud lessons to focus on this feature.

CC/JOlaStiC Book OFLists: Flin Facts, Weird TriVia and
A mazing lists on NearlY EverYtfJing you Need to Know bY James 13UCKleY

Jr. and Robert Stremme High i nterest humorous nonfiction booK, each
page features various nonfiction text feature with Kid friendlY
i l l ustrations.
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SECTIO N FO UR
Selecti ng o/ Read i ng N onfiction
There are many different things to consider as you
se1ect the nonfiction materials you want to include in
your Classroom. Use the resources in this section to
help guide you in creating a Classroom library fU l l of
va1uab1e materials .

)
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Things to consider When Seleeting Nonfietion Text
Visual Appeal
H igh-quality photographs and i l l ustrations that appeal to Chi ldren
MaY incl ude : drawi ngs, headings, high lighting, co1or, foldouts, flaps,
etc.

Accessible
Text at appropriate readabi lity a nd i nterest 1eve1s
Text that c1ose1y matches the content of the pictures and
i l l ustrations. Incl udes common nonfiction text features such as table of
contents, labels, pictures, captions, headi ngs, titles, a n i ndex or g1ossary.

V The Let's Read and

Accuracy o/ Credlbi litY Of Author
Text should include a bibliography and cite references
current information and materials
LOOK for information about the a uthor and i l lustrator's
expertise.

Find Out Series, the First
Look at...Series and the
Eyewitness Books have
achieved a reputation for
carefully researched and
written work.

StYle and Language
Natural la nguage patterns appropriate for grade 1eve1
Carefu l placement of pu nctuation <not at the end of every linel

vocabulary
cross curricular linKs to other subject matters
Words maY be i ntroduced i n bold or italic pri nt, i n labels, captions or
g1ossaries.

Organization Of Text l)'truetures and Features

)

common conventions for i nformational text such as table of
contents, labels on pictures, captions, headings, titles, a n i ndex or
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g1ossarY.
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TIPS for Reading Information a l TextS
Before You �ad
•
•

•

•

ThinK about what you already Know on this topic
Activate prior Knowledge bY using a KWL chart or through
bra instorming questions about the topic
Preview the text before reading: LooK at table of contents,
i l l ustrations, charts, headings, bold words, etc.
Predict vocabulary words you thinK Will appear i n the text

While you Are �ading
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

As you read, read s1ow1y. Nonfiction reading is reading to
1earn something
conscious1y thinK about what you are learn i ng and what parts
are important
use the pictures
LOOK at the charts, maps, i l lustrations, WhY are they
i mportant?
Use reading strategies when you come to difficult words,
100K at the pictures a nd text features for help
Notice important vocabulary and bold words
find the BIG ideas
M a Ke connections while you read (text to self, text to text,
text to world)
Stop often a nd THINK: What have I learned? What am I sti ll
wondering?
When you don't u ndersta nd, STOP a nd reread

After You �ad
•

•

When you are fi nished, thinK about what you read: What did
you learn? What was most importa nt? What are you sti ll
wonderi ng about? D o you need to reread a ny confusing
parts?
Tal K to a partner. Tell each other what you have learned.

Adapted from Hoyt, L. <2002). Make it real: Strategies For success witfJ
inFormationa/ texts. (pp.q. ). Portsmouth, NH: Hei nema nn.
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Evaluating Classroom �ference Materials
Questions to ask yourself when eval uati ng your c1assrootn l i brarY
Yes
Do I have adequate nonfiction materials
In tnY Classroom and school library to
support the curricu1um?

. . .

Need More

D

D

I have in my classroom at least:
•

An encyclopedia

D

D

•

An almanac

D

D

•

An atlas

D

D

•

Six dictionaries

D

D

•

Six thesauruses

D

D

•

content-based magaZines: Sports
Illustrated, "Ranger "Rjck, etc

D

D

•

DailY newspapers

D

D

•

Museum publications, brochures, etc

D

D

Outdated material is replaced with current
material as needed

D

D

Author accuracy and credibility is considered

D

D

A variety of nonfiction trade books are
presented in an appealing way to students

D

D

I survey mY c1ass to determine students'
Interests

D

D

Student and c1ass made work is present
in Classroom library

D

D

Adapted frotn Burke, E. M . 4- Glazer, S· M . (199'f) . Osing nonf'iCtion in
tfJe ctassroom (pp. 39). New York: Scholastic Inc.
.
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SECTION FIVE
Add itiona l Lesson Pla n Ideas

)

)
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Mini Lesson Ideas
use these tnini lesson ideas to create your own 1essons for your
Classroom. These lessons can be taught to differi ng degrees depending
on your grade 1eve1 and the needs of your students.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.Accessing text through the table of contents
.Accessing text through the index
Taking a "picture walk" to predict what the text is about
Not reading nonfiction text in order
Using chapter titles, headings and sub headings to 1ocate
information
Using pictures and captions
Activating prior Knowledge bY asking questions
finding the BIG idea in the text
Determining what is important and what to ignore
Summarizing What was read
Stopping to c1arifY and rereading
Noticing text structure and organization
Skimming o/ scanning text
Noticing the author's StYle
considering the author's purpose for writing
TaKing notes
Nonfiction vs. fiction: similarities and differences
Recognizing the difference between fact and opinion
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summarize Your �ading
Name
lj OOK Title

______

Date

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Good readers often stop to thinK about what they have just read a nd
learned. Today, stop at the end of each page and write down the most
i mportant part of what you read.

On page

___

the most i mporta nt th i ng I 1earned was

_
_
_
_
_

On page

---

the most important thing I learned was

o n page

---

the most i mporta nt thi ng I learned was

o n page

---

the most important th i ng 1 1earned was

-----

-----

-----

Now tel l a partner what you read about.
MY partner's name is

------

Adapted for primary grades from Hoyt, L. <2002). Make it real: Strategies
For success with inf"ormationa/ texts. (pp. 196). Portsmouth, NH:
H ei nemann.
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Sample Guided �ading Lesson P lan
Th is guided read ing lesson i s designed for a sma l l group of primary aged
students. This 1esson should be adapted to fit the text bei ng used and
the needs of your students, for this reason the 1esson is generic.
Objectives: Expose students to nonfiction text, compare fiction and
nonfiction, and i ntrod uce new vocabulary
Materia ls: Guided read ing text: one copy for each student, KWL chart,
chart paper

Before 'the "Reading
1.

Introd uce the booK, hand each students a copy of the booK and
asK them to taKe a "picture wa lK" to decide if the text is fiction or
nonfiction.

2.

AsK students, "Is this booK nonfiction or fiction?'' "What features
i n the booK help you decide?" Briefly poi nt out nonfiction features
such as photographs, captions, timeli nes, maps, charts, etc. using
the correct termino1ogy. If needed, show the students a fiction
booK a nd compare the two side bY side.

3.

Create a T-Chart chart i l l ustrating the differences between
fiction and nonfiction booKs.

fiction
Pictures
Pretend
No Glossary
'f.

photographs
Real life
Glossary

Brai nstorm words that maY be i n the booK, then i ntroduce
vocabulary words. These words should be se1ected based on the
needs of the students a nd to assist ELL students. Introd uce the
vocabulary words, point out each word in the text, discuss and
defi ne, if appl icable asK students to fi nd the word and definition in
the g1ossarY.
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Duri ng the �ading
1.

Depend ing on the 1eve1 of your students, either read the text
a 1oud while the students fol low along or asK students to read the
first few pages. Stop to ensure Student understanding and
summarize the information read. 'Poi nt out nonfiction features as
you read.

2.

AsK questions as you move through the text to monitor student
u ndersta nd ing.

3.

Depending on the specific needs of Students model and guide
students in the use of nonfiction reading strategies.

After the �ading
�visit the KWL chart; asK students if their wanderi ngs or questions
have been answered. AsK students if they have a nY new things to add to
the chart. Return to this text during your next guided readi ng group
with these students, review the features of nonfiction a nd build on
these concepts with another nonfiction booK.
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Teaching with Biographies
This is a sa mple 1esson Plan for introd ucing the genre of biographies.
This lesson should be adapted to fit the text bei ng used and the needs of
your students.
Objectives: Introd uce the structure of biographies
Materia ls: C opy of a biography to read to the Class, chart paper. for this
exa mple I Wi l l use the booK titled Barack bY Jonah Winter, 2ooa

Before the �ading
1. Gather the Class in your reading area . Show your students the
cover of the booK a nd them if they recognize the man on the
cover. Tel l your students that today they will hear the life story of
BaracK Obama a nd when a booK is written about another person's
life it is ca 1 1ed a biography.
During the �ading
1. Read a loud u nti l you get to page 'f. Stop and asK the Class what
the first event in BaracK's life was and where it happened . Using
chart paper record that event at the top of the paper. AsK your
students to listen as you read for the next important part of his
l ife.
2. continue readi ng a 1oud a nd stopping frequentlY to complete the
events in BaracK's l ife. Poi nt out that a biography is written in a
sequential manner. Encourage students to se1ect onlY the
significant events to record on the chart paper. Discuss WhY these
events were importa nt.
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After the �ading
Sutnmarize the boo!< with your Class.
Review how the boo!< was ordered to
fol low the life of 'Baraci< Oba ma and
that this type of boo!< is cal led a

the Biography of BaracK
1.

'BaracK was born i n
Hawaii i n 1961.

biographY .
fol low up bY reading additional
biographies a nd charti ng the
their format.

!
'BaracK m oved to
Indonesia and then
returned to Hawaii
to live with his
2.

!
)
follow up ideas for exploring nonfiction further . . .
•
H ave students record BaracK Obama's life in a time
line
• Read additiona l nonfiction material about him
•
H ave student create presidentia l campaign signs
•
Guide students in writing their own biographies

Graphic orga nizer adapted from fountas, 1., o/ Pinnel l , G.s.
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<2001). Guided

readers and wrlters: Grades 3-6:Teac/Jing compre/Jension, genre, and
conrent: /it:eracy (pp. Appendix 32J.Portsmout h, NH: Heinema nn.

Teaching cause and Effect
Th is is a sample lesson Plan for i ntrod ucing the concept of ca use a nd
effect. Text shou ld be previewed to make sure it 1ends itself to this
objective.
Objectives: Introduce the concept of ca use a nd effect
Materials: A copy of a book that 1ends itself to teachi ng ca use and
effect, chart paper. for this exa mple I wi l l use the book titled Dinosaur
Discoveries bY Gai l Gibbons, 2005

' DINOSAUR
I �·'''''''•

Before the �ading
1.

Gather the Class in your reading area . Show your students the
cover of the book, take a "picture wa lk" through the text, a nd
explain to students that this is a nonfiction book about di nosaurs.
Briefly bra instorm what your students Know about this subject.
(The majority of the book is dedicated to i nformation about
specific di nosaurs, for this 1esson we wi l l onlY be reading the first
few pages.)

2.

Ask students if they have heard of the term cause and effect.
Explain that today we Will be reading about a n event most
scientists believe happened mi llions of years ago that ca used the
di nosa urs to become extinct. To further explain, use exa mples the
students ca n u nderstand, such as if you don't tie your shoe it
cou ld cause you to fa l l down.

During the �ading
1.

Begin bY read ing page 2 a 1oud to the students. Depending on the
grade 1eve1 and prior Knowledge your students have on this topic
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you maY need to stop and reread to c1arifY the event. H ave
students assist in completing the cause and effect chart as a c1ass.

inosaurs?
A crater hit the
Earth's surface

Dirt a nd d ust flew
into the SKY,
blOCKing the sun.

Earthqua Kes, tidal
waves and
vo1ca nic eruptions
occured

In effect, the Earth became very Cold
and darK, Plants and animals died ,
including the dinosaurs.

2.

If desired, continue with page 6 and the ca use and effect process
that occurs when fossils are made.

After the �ading
fol low up with additiona l reading and charting of the
structure of cause and effect.

follow up ideas for exploring nonfiction further . . .
•
H ave students draw and label the process of fossilization
•
Allow students to read the remainder of the book, learning
about specific dinosaurs
•
M a ke a c 1 ass cause and effect book using the school and
Classroom rules

Graphic Orga nizer adapted from fountas, J. , o/ 'Pinnell, G.s.

)
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(2001).

Gllided readers and writers: Grades 3-6:TeactJing comprehension, genre,
and content literacy (pp. Appendix lf2J. 'Ports mo uth, NH: Hei n ema nn
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TraCl<ing comprehension When Wort<ing
with Nonfiction
Student name

______

Grade

_
_
_

1:

Independent Reading Level
Instructiona l �ading Level

_
_
_

---

Learning not evident
2: Beginning Understanding
3: Developing Understanding
lf: Strong Understanding

Date
Student recognizes the purpose of the selected
text
M a Kes predictions as to the content of the text
Understa nds the information presented bY the
a uthor
Student verballY summarizes i nformation read i n
the text
Understands i nformation presented i n text
features: graphs, diagrams, photographs, and
tables
Infers from the information presented
"l<ilises questions from information read
M a Kes connections
Understands the difference between fact and
opi nion
Uses text features such as table of contents,
i ndex, and g1ossarY

Adapted from Hoyt, L.

<2005) . Cpotlif!/Jt on comprehension: Building a

literacy oF t/Joug/JtFUtness. (pp. 272) . 'Portsmouth , NH: Hei nema nn.
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Resources for Ed ucators
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Boo K, Series o/ Author �commendations
BooK Title

Author

Bill Hillman 2007
How BiK is it? How Ctrong is it? How FaSt is it?
These oversized , high interest books are a hit i n anY Classroom! Each
two-page layout focuses on how big, strong or fast something is, these
books have exce1 1ent photographs a nd Wil l hold the i nterest of a l l
students.

Animals Eat t/Je WeirdeSt Things Diane Swanson
A fu n fi l led book ful l of animal eating habits, i ncl udes lots of bul leted
information, sidebars, captions and even directions for ma king your own
tarantula treat.
Jumm h.�
MAnf111

Gtand Tai/, Abe Lincotn, 2ooa
Judi1:h St. George
Mark your Mark, Franklin Roosevelt, 2006
Take your Lead, George Was/JinKt<Jn, 2005
youre on Your War, Teddy Roosevelt, 2ooq.
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These books depict the earlY l ife of former presidents.
Written to include interesting vocabulary and very wittY . A
good read for grades 1-q..

so you Want to Be 'President?, 2ooq. Judith St. George 4- David Stnall
so You Want to Be an inventor?, 2005
so You Want to Be and Explorer?, 2005
Written bY Caldecott winning a uthors, these books focus on the famous
a nd some 1ess famous presidents, i nventor and explorers. H umorous
books fi l led with a necdotes, com ments and historica l events.

Seymour Sitnon
Seymour Simon, award-winning author, focuses on manY aspects of
science. 'Photographs are of very high quality and material is current and
accurate. Student wi11 1ove to 1ook through the pages of his books!
Simon also has many IOW 1eve1 books for 1-2 grade students under see
M ore Simon.
I
*£ i
A Doy
I h.e utl' °'(I
1 Doctc.i.r 1
10

DorUng Kinders1ey "Readers: DK 'Publishing
fantastic nonfiction series bY DK Publish i ng, readabi litY ra nges from
kindergarten to adu lt.
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Allan fowler
A l l an fow1er is the a uthor of the Rookie Read- About Science a nd
Rookie Read- About Geography series of nonfiction books. These books
work wel l for you nger students ages q.-a.

Pairing Nonfiction with Fiction

Pai r How Many DaYs -co America bY E.Ve Bun-ting with the nonfiction text
I Was Dreaming to come to America bY Veronica Lawlor for a unit on
immigration to the United States.
r..n.u·�·

JUST PLAIN

:fiJ/NlY

::imoH claim/\

I

When studyi ng the Amish community or duri ng an a uthor study of
Patricia Polacco read the fictional ta le JuSt Plain FancY bY 'Pa-tricia
'Polacco with Amish Home bY "RaYmond B fal

�-

I

If reading the Little House on -t/Je Prairie by Laura 1naa11s Wilder or
studying settlers tie this fictional series with the nonfiction texts If You
rraveted WeSt In a covered Wagon bY Ellen Levine a nd Dai/YLife In a
covered Wagon bY 'PaUI Ericl<Son
some recommended bY Barbara Moss i n Exp/oring t/Je Literature Of' Fact:
Children's nonf'ict:ion t:rade books in t/Je etementarY Classroom. New
York: Gui/Ford Publications.
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QutStanding Nonfiction Authors
)

liKi- Award winning a uthor Of fiction a nd nonfiction, booKs
range from GreeK tnYtho1ogy, dinosa urs, Egyptia n rnurnrnies, biograph ies
and fOIKIOre.

nne C herry has rnanY outstandi ng booKs. Her passion is
bringing real world and environmenta l issues to Chi ldren through her
writing. She aspires Children to see a prob1ern a nd how theY ca n PlaY a
part i n the sol ution. Her booKs can easilY be used i n environmenta l unit
studies and paired with additiona l nonfiction materia ls.

)
Joanna Cole is the a uthor of over 2so booKs, she is rnost
fa rnous1y Known for her M agic School Bus series and it's we11 Known
Character Ms. frizzle <inspired bY a rea l-life teacher she once had). She is
a former teacher and libraria n who says, "I write about ideas, not j ust
facts."

Don "Brown is the a uthor of several historica l a nd
biographical nonfiction worKs for chi ldren; he presents history i n
bea utiful waterco1or pictures that are easi ly read a loud. He bega n
writing children's booKs when his daughters were young and he saw a
need for accurate and inspiring biographies, especiallY of women. He has
severa l new booKs corni ng out i n 2009 that are worth adding to your
Classroom l ibrary.
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ail Gibbons is a born "questioner"; she began writing at a
you ng age bY asking questions and seeking a nswers. She has more than
100 books on h undreds of nonfiction topics. Her books are a staple i n my
Classroom!

iRJ,Jth Heller, a uthor and i l lustrator, was unique i n her writing
of nonfiction; a l l her books are written in rhyme. Through rhYme she
fee1s children are a ble to better relate a nd retai n the content presented
a nd are exposed to a co1orfUI new vocabulary. She has numerous books
on Plants, animals a nd la nguage.

Mary pope Osborne, best known for her series The M agic Tree
H ouse has publ ished over so children's books. These books take Children
through the Ice Age, the Wi ld West, the Arctic, and even the Amazon
on a journey with her two main Characters, these books are historica l
fiction but have nonfiction companion guides. Osborne has journeyed
around the world, her various experiences a nd 1ove of travel is evident i n
h e r work.

Seymour Simon is the a uthor of over 200 wel l known a nd
accurate nonfiction Children's books, half of which have been na med
Outstanding Science Trade Books for Chi ldren bY the National Science
Teachers Association. He is a former teacher and stil l i nvo1ves h i mself
with schools and kids. He is known for his vast ra nge of written works,
everYthing from the hu man body to M ars. H is new series cal led Let's TrY
it Out is very hands on and great for earlY learners also a powerfu l series
for primary students is the see More Simon series.
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)

MagaZines "' Newspapers

C lic f< MagaZine 4' LadYbug MagaZine <Ages 3-7>
C liCK and Ladybug M agazines are theme based ; they i ncl ude history, the
arts, science, and tech no1ogy. Incl udes monthlY activities and a 'Parent's
companion.
.r-.-......,;Lollol-

MagaZine <Ages 6-9>
Award winning magazi ne about science and history, i ncludes historical
and recent i nformation about i nventors, artists and scientists. It
i ncl udes stories, interviews, activities, maps, puzz1es, games and more.
�'-'!l�Sk

M use MagaZine, Dig MagaZine, Odyssey MagaZine and
Calliope MagaZine <Ages a-I'f>
These magazines are written for a n Older aud ience, they i ncl ude
nonfiction features such as maps, photos, art, timeli nes, i nterviews and
booK recom mendations. Ha nds on activities are often i nc1uded for
teachers and students.

"Ranger "RIC K <Ages 1-12>
"Ra nger "RjcK is a n award-winni ng magazi ne, prod uced bY the National
Wi ldl ife federation. Incl udes both fiction a nd nonfiction Stories, news
a nd articles a bout worldwide nature a nd wildl ife. Avai lable at
www.nwf.org/rangerricK
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National Geographic for Kids <Grades K-1, l-3, 4' 'f-6)
Young E><Plorer <Grades K-1), 'Pioneer (l-3), 'Pathfinder C'f-6)
Three 1eve1s of magazines are ava ilable; each i ncl uding articles about
science and social studies topics. Pioneer and Pathfi nder magazines
have the same content, pictures, and text features; the reading 1eve1
varies depend i ng on the magazi ne. Subscriptions arrive month lY, each
month the readabi litY 1eve1 increases in diffiCU ltY. Avai lable at
www. nationa1geographic.com/wor1d

11.;..::.�:.mi-1&00 Books

MonthlY magazi ne for e1ementarY students that i ncl udes scientific
articles, Photographs a nd interesting facts. Available at
www.zooboo1<s.com

ime for Kids
Th is wee1<1y magazine is a Chi ld's version of Ti me magazi ne. Two editions
are avai lable : a four-page edition for primary students, grade 2-3 and a n
eight-page edition for i ntermediate grades q.-G. Includes a teacher's guide
and supplementa l materia l . Avai lable at www.ti meforKids.com

SERvtN.G
NEWSPAPERS
IN EOUCATION

.COM Newspt:lper.s LV\, e;� ucCfHoV\,
More than 100 dailY newspapers i n the United States are available for
e1ementarY teachers to use in their Classrooms. contact the NIE
<Newspapers i n Education) at your 1oca 1 newspaper.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS & RECCOMENDATIONS
Summary
Research shows that introducing informational text to primary students is
beneficial in many ways . Student success in later education and on into adulthood
greatly relies on the ability to read, write and comprehend nonfiction material. Use of
this genre has been extremely limited in the classrooms of our youngest learners. This
handbook was created to be a teacher-friendly source of current best practices in lesson
plans, activities and informational text selections primary teachers can implement in their
classrooms.
Many hours were spent researching, reading and contemplating the best practices
around teaching with informational text. There are a vast number of resources available
to upper elementary teachers but very little to support primary classrooms. Much of the
time spent on this project was in examining and simplifying the lesson plans available
and making them applicable to primary aged children. Because the world of
informational trade books and print materials continues to evolve and grow ; many of the
lessons and activities were created as a template that can be applied to new informational
books as they become available.
Conclusions
Since beginning of this handbook I have moved out of the primary classroom
setting and into the intermediate grades. I have used a majority of the lesson plans and
activities in both settings and found the handbook materials to be successful in all grades
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I have taught . I have found that the lesson plans can be used with the latest informational
materials being published but at times requires some lesson adapting.
Recommendations
In hindsight, the inclusion of a technology component in this project may have
been very beneficial to students and teachers. One addition may have been providing
lesson plans and activities which teach young children to access and interact with
informational websites and online materials. Also becoming popular in classrooms i s the
use of interactive white boards; the addition of interactive, hand s-on technology lesson
plans including this latest technology would have been a powerful addition . Providing
the handbook materials in a computer accessible format would have further allowed
teachers to alter the materials to fit the latest nonfiction text selections as they become
available .
Another area to consider for further research is the level of interest and impact
informational text has upon both boys and girls. Several sited research articles implied
that boys had a greater interest in nonfiction text over that of fiction. Further research
into the manner in which informational text is presented and used in classrooms and the
impact it had on the different genders may prove to be beneficial .
This project can be implemented partially by using isolated lessons or completely
as part of a larger genre study. It i s my hope that teachers use these lesson plans as a
spring board to learning in their classroom, continually searching for the latest
informational materials being published and create a classroom of students intrigued and
eager to learn about the world around them .
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